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I want to begin with a story I used at yesterday’s Way of St. Paul’s growth festival where 
we were digging into what Jesus means by friendship – connection with one another. 
The Way of St. Paul program focuses on building discipleship in congregations by 
building friendship and finding a common purpose. The story us from Henry Cloud’s 
book called, “The Power of the Other.”1  Cloud tells this story about his brother in law, 
Mark, a Navy Seal who was killed in Iraq.  The story was told by Bryce, Mark’s fellow 
Navy Seal at family, friends and Mark’s Navy seals gathered to remember and celebrate 
him.  
 
The journey from going from the US Navy to a Navy seal is grueling.  The ones who 
make it through the process of pushing these limits are the ones who are sent out into 
battles that require humans to perform past normal limits on a regular basis. Life or 
death and victory or defeat depend on that very ability. Toward the end of the training 
program, called BUDS (Basic Underwater Demolition SEAL) training, the aspiring 
SEALs must pass the test of all tests—“Hell Week,” a grueling exercise requiring the 
utmost physical and mental endurance, pushing these already-at-the-top specimens to 
their absolute limits. Enduring near-hypothermia in cold water, long-distance swims 
during sleep deprivation, and intense physical strain, more than two thirds of the 
candidates don’t make it through the training. 
 
This was the story Bryce told. Bryce was in the last leg of the long distance swim of Hell 
Week.  Mark had finished.  He knew he would be a Seal and he stood on the rocks 
looking for his buddies to come on in.  Bryce got to a point where he could no longer 
move – kind of like trying to get that last rep of whatever you are doing in the gym and 
you just can’t move.  Bryce tried to will his body to move to no avail.  He felt himself 
sinking down into the water and was just about to signal that he was done giving up all 
of his hopes, dreams and hard work. 
 
Then he caught sight of Mark standing on the rocks.  Mark gave a fist pump and a yell. 
Their eyes locked for a few seconds, and as Bryce described it, something happened. 
Something beyond him. His body jumped into another gear, into another dimension of 
performance that he had not had access to before; he was able to get back on top of 
the cold water again and swim toward the finish line. He made it. He finished. He would 
be a SEAL. That is the “power of the other.  Another way to say it is that that is the 
power of being in relationship with another. 
 
Today is Trinity Sunday – the Sunday when we remember the doctrine of the Trinity. 
What does this story have to do with the Trinity – the church doctrine that says we 
believe in one God who is Father, Son and Holy Spirit?  Three in one. One in Three. A 
doctrine meant to describe the nature of God. A doctrine that many find very confusing. 
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I told this story to describe the power of being in relationship, because one of the gifts of 
the Trinity is to invite us into relationship – relationship with God and relationship with 
each other. And if relationship can be as powerful as it was between Mark and Bryce as 
Bryce finished his long difficult almost impossible to complete swim, how powerful will it 
be to be in relationship with God? 
 
In seminary I took a class on the Trinity and we read some very heavy stuff from the 
church fathers.  It was tough reading, but what became clear in reading was the church 
father’s deep relationship with God – the God they heard about in scripture that was 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. I was surprised because I expected intellectual arguments, 
but in their writings, convoluted as they could be, was deep relationship with God. 
 
So today, instead of trying to explain the doctrine of the Trinity, I want us to think about 
our relationships with Father, Son and Spirit. How do those relationships change our 
lives with God and with one another?  The story of Mark and Bryce reminds us that we 
are created for relationship and that in relationship we can do so more that we might 
ever have imagined. 
 
I think about the difference it makes when I do Bible Study in a group rather than by 
myself.  Passages I’ve struggled with - reading them over and over - are opened by 
another’s perspective. Sometimes another points out how God is working with me in 
that scripture. 
 
I think about times when another offering a prayer at a time of great crisis lifts me up 
and brings me into the presence of God – into closer relationship with God and the 
other person. 
 
I think about another showing me how the Spirit is moving which happened at the 
Easter Vigil this year.  I had not planned to do a liturgical dance to the dry bones 
reading from Ezekiel. I was working with two parishioners to enhance the reading with 
sound.  To give them a sense of the drama of the reading, I showed them the 
movements I had done in the past. The Spirit spoke through them encouraging me to 
share the dance in the service that was starting in 45 min.   
 
This relationship with God which we experience through Father Son and Holy Spirit is 
not easily explained if it can be explained at all, but it is present.  It is vibrant. It is 
powerful. It is a relationship we are invited into each and every day. It can transform our 
journey in this world. “Our understanding of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, of Creator, 
Redeemer and Sustainer is something that faithful followers of Christ spend our whole 
life experiencing. The closest we will come to fully understanding the Trinity will be in 
faithfully deepening our relationships with one another through God’s love, living 
faithfully, praying faithfully, loving faithfully.”2 
 
Whether you experience God as Father Son or Holy Spirit, whether you experience God 
as all of the above, or whether you experience God through another, know that God is 
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longing for deep relationship with you.  Those relationships can make the impossible 
possible and shore you up in as you journey in this world.   


